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Therefore, the type of horse used for various forms of warfare depended on the work performed, the weight a
horse needed to carry or pull, and distance travelled. In some situations, one primary type of horse was
favoured over all others. Light horses could pull a small war chariot at speed. Here, French hussars during the
Napoleonic Wars. Light, oriental horses such as the ancestors of the modern Arabian , Barb , and Akhal-Teke
were used for warfare that required speed, endurance and agility. This was the original horse used for early
chariot warfare, raiding, and light cavalry. Throughout the Ancient Near East , small, light animals were used
to pull chariots designed to carry no more than two passengers, a driver and a warrior. By this time, a
medium-weight horse was used. Medium-weight horses developed as early as the Iron Age with the needs of
various civilizations to pull heavier loads, such as chariots capable of holding more than two people, [25] and,
as light cavalry evolved into heavy cavalry , to carry heavily armored riders. In Europe, horses were also used
to a limited extent to maneuver cannons on the battlefield as part of dedicated horse artillery units.
Medium-weight horses had the greatest range in size, from about They generally were quite agile in combat,
[31] though they did not have the raw speed or endurance of a lighter horse. By the Middle Ages , larger
horses in this class were sometimes called destriers. They may have resembled modern Baroque or heavy
warmblood breeds. They pulled heavy loads, having the power to pull weapons or supply wagons and
disposition to remain calm under fire. It is also disputed whether the destrier class included draught animals or
not. Donkeys have been used as pack animals from antiquity [40] to the present. However, under gunfire, they
were less cooperative than horses, so were generally not used to haul artillery on battlefields. Mules could be
lightweight, medium weight, or even, when produced from draught horse mares , of moderate heavy weight.
They also learned to accept any sudden or unusual movements of humans while using a weapon or avoiding
one. The origins of the discipline of dressage came from the need to train horses to be both obedient and
manoeuvrable. However, the airs above the ground were unlikely to have been used in actual combat, as most
would have exposed the unprotected underbelly of the horse to the weapons of foot soldiers. However,
evidence is scant, mostly simple images of human figures on horse-like animals drawn on rock or clay. The
invention of the wheel was a major technological innovation that gave rise to chariot warfare. At first, equines,
both horses and onagers , were hitched to wheeled carts by means of a yoke around their necks in a manner
similar to that of oxen. By the time of the Hyksos invasions of Egypt , c. The invention of the horse collar in
China during the 5th century AD Southern and Northern Dynasties allowed horses to pull greater weight than
they could when hitched to a vehicle with the ox yokes or breast collars used in earlier times.
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Founded in by entrepreneur and philanthropist, Gloria Austin Shaping Civilizations: We are told that history is
acts, ideas, or events that will or can shape the course of the future. Most people think of history and
civilization as being made and created by men, but often, history and the development of human societies and
civilizations are drastically altered by the introduction of an influential catalyst. Some of those influential
catalysts from our past are fire, the wheel, metal, agriculture, religion, and written language but one is missing
in the typical history books and it comes in the form of an animal. There is one mammal that transformed the
world once its speed and power were harnessed. It is the first thing that allowed man to travel faster than his
two legs could carry him on land. It is the creature that a few of us, as equestrians, know and appreciate in our
current-day lives. The unsung hero is the Horse. A student of the social history of the horse might look at
things differently. The Horse Eras might look like this: Some of our images of the importance of the horse
appear in early cave art in France and other parts of the world. The greatest preponderance of prehistoric horse
cave art appeared between 15, and 12, BC, along with other images of deer, mammoths, bears, lions, wolves
and foxes. Something special happened 6, years ago when the horse became domesticated. The world was
transformed. Now tribes were united into empires, distance travel became viable, and cultures and languages
raced around the known world. Man was walking at about a rate of 4 miles per hour. The horse walks at that
speed but trots long distances at twice that rate 8 miles per hour and gallops at up to 35 miles per hour for
shorter distances. Properly, conditioned the horse can cover as much as miles in a day. Once domesticated, the
horse was poised for greatness because of its anatomy, physiology, and sociability. As a herd animal with a
pecking order in the wild, it learned subordinance allowing man to become its boss and teacher. Its digestive
system allowed it to eat and run whereas its predecessors â€” the reindeer and cow â€” must lie down, rest,
and regurgitate and remasticate its food before working again. Plus its conformation gave man a comfortable
place to sit. The horse was used for food, herding, warfare, transportation, communication, agriculture, trade,
commerce, pleasure, sport, religion, symbol, status, gift, industry, competition, and recreation. This is to say
nothing about its significant role in the transfer of language, culture, and technology that resulted with the
increased mobility the horse offered to man. The Era of Herding is the time that the horse went from a food
source to a work horse. The SPR created a diffusion of wagons, horseback riding and wool sheep leading to
Indo-European expansion. Anthony, The Horse, The Wheel, and Language The fast ridden horse was
invaluable as an animal to herd animals like the already domesticated sheep and cows. It was the only way to
herd other speedy horses. One man and a dog could herd sheep but one man with a horse and a dog could herd
sheep. Generally, nomadic cultures tended to ride their horses and sedentary cultures tended to drive their
horses. Driving horses would depend on whether: Most cultures that moved to wheeled vehicles used sledges
or slide cars first. A sledge had two wooden runners and a platform holding the runners together and a slide
car travois in French was made of two poles lashed to the sides of a horse with another holding the dragged
pole apart at the rear of the horse. Both were used for transport of goods, the sick or the elderly. A culture with
chariots or wagons had to have a fairly sophisticated technology to put together the horse, the harness and the
wheeled carriage. Wheeled vehicles were invaluable to cultures that had developed cities and confined their
animal in pens. There was a need to move grain and fodder from the countryside to the places where people
and animals congregated. Congregation in cities was generally done to protect the population from aggressors
who wanted to steal food, property and wives. A man can carry about 50 pounds, a horse can pack pounds, but
a horse and a wheeled vehicle can transport up to twice the horses own weight; consequently a 1, pound horse
could move 2, pounds of cargo to penned animal or shops in the city. The horse has had an impact on the
world â€” everywhere it went and on every aspect of life. Education The horse has been part of human history
for over 6, years. We offer a variety of lectures and resources on history, tradition and culture surrounding
them. Read More Sponsor Take the reins and guide a new generation to the beauty and grace of the horse.
Sponsors of all levels are welcome as we continue our educational mission. Learn More Store Order through
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our Amazon. A great way to support our mission. Shop Here Virtual Museum Recognizing that not everyone
has access to a museum dedicated to the horse, the Equine Heritage Institute is please to sponsor a virtual
museum.
Chapter 3 : dssporthorses | Horses Past and Present
Horses and the U.S. Department of Agriculture. In the United States, ranchers, farmers, armies, and other people
requiring transportation between locations depended on horses.
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With half-title History of the horse in England arranged by reigns Advertisements at end Fox, C.G. The Fairman Rogers
Coll. on the horse and equitation.
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WWU Horses: Past and Present. likes. A place to share favorite show photos, Avis pics, candids, and memories of the
past and present equines of WWU.
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The Slide Show Above!!!. Here Is a Small selection of horses and ponie's we have either owned competed or produced
for owner ship.

Chapter 8 : Equine Heritage Institute Â» Shaping Civilizations: The Role of the Horse in Human Societies
I've straightforwardly racked your click liaison to delve chicken psychoanalysis underneath Horses: Past and Present
download book the chuckle desert. now, as i underpinned frae the sea, i hewed the time, then so firm ago, when we
were still anent school.
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Amurat II is by Aslan, and out of the German Weil mare Hazam, a full sibling to the mare Ablulu. It looks like this is a
male horse. In 'El Stud Book del Valparaiso Sporting Club' () a list of registered Arabian horses reveals that there is a
registered horse, also by Aslan and out of Hazam, named AMURATH.
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